Tenure-Track
Assistant or Associate Professor Faculty Position

The University of South Carolina College of Nursing is seeking a mid-career tenure-track faculty member with advanced expertise in one of our three research cores: health systems, vulnerable populations, health promotion/risk reduction. A doctoral degree in nursing or related field is required. Candidates are expected to have an established record of successful participation on externally funded research grants, scientific collaboration with junior and senior research faculty, and PhD-level student teaching and mentorship. Candidates who meet the unit criteria at the rank of Associate Professor may be hired with tenure.

This assistant/associate professor will join a College actively engaged in advancing its research and PhD educational missions. The College, University, and community offer a wide range of opportunities for inter-professional research initiatives, adjunct collaborative research appointments and development of PhD-prepared scientists. USC is designated by the Carnegie Foundation in the highest tier of research universities in the United States.

Columbia enjoys more than 300 days of sunshine annually and has ready access to both beaches and mountains. It hosts historical and cultural attractions, festivals, performing arts and sporting events, and has parks and outdoor recreation including the Congaree National Park and 50,000 acre Lake Murray.

The College’s dynamic and rapidly developing research enterprise with defined research cores and two research centers: Healthcare Process and Redesign and Cancer Survivorship. The Office of Research provides a strong research support infrastructure comprised of a research center of fully equipped offices, a Statistics Laboratory directed by a full-time biostatistician and an array of talented and experienced staff to support pre- and post award activities.

Applicants should apply at the following address:
https://uscjobs.sc.edu/, Requisition #005850

Inquiries may be directed to:
Dr. Kathleen LaSala
Associate Dean of Academic Affairs and Professor
College of Nursing
Columbia, SC 29208
Office: (803) 777-9505
E-mail: Lasala@mailbox.sc.edu
Web: www.sc.edu/nursing